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2 of 2 review helpful I super enjoyed this it super was the case that By Anon Philosopher This book is a clear rigorous 
and scientifically informed inquiry into some key questions in the philosophy of time mdash e g Do things robustly 
change and What would the world have to be like for time to pass The heart of the book is Skow s treatment of the 
moving spotlight theory MST which comes in three forms MS Bradford Skow presents an original defense of the 
block universe theory of time often said to be a theory according to which time does not pass Along the way he 
provides in depth discussions of alternative theories of time including those in which there is robust passage of time or 
objective becoming presentism the moving spotlight theory of time the growing block theory of time and the 
branching time theory of time Skow explains why the moving spotlight Overall this is a terrific book It is thorough 
argumentative philosophically sophisticated scientifically informed rigorous and creative Skow has done more than 
anyone to elucidate and critique the moving spotlight view and in the end I think he com 
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